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Belgrade,
15th of October, 2011.

mt:s Grants Strawberry Tree Solar Charger to City of Belgrade

mt:s and Strawberry Energy, a company founded by a group of students from Belgrade
University, presented the city with a public solar charger Strawberry Tree that will in the
future allow the citizens to charge the batteries of their portable devices by using solar energy.
Mt:s gave Strawberry Tree, which was today ceremoniously unveiled on the plateau in front of
the Vuk Karadžić Cultural Center in the Zvezdara district, as a gift to the city in an attempt to
emphasize the importance of using renewable energy sources.
Little Bit of Sun in Your Pocket!
mt:s and the young entrepreneurs gathered in the Strawberry Energy team thus made it possible
for all citizens to, in the future, free of charge, be able to recharge the batteries of their mobile
devices – mobile phones, music players, tablet computers or digital cameras in an ecological
way, outside their homes and offices.
“Thirty five years ago a company was founded by a group of ingenious young people and dubbed
after certain fruit. Today, Apple is one of the symbols of modern society. I believe that today we
are a part of history because Serbia is home to a project that the whole world will soon learn
about and the project is again called after fruit, this time strawberry. Telekom Srbija is proud to
be a part of this story and support a project that will make Serbia recognizable for its
technological development, ideas and creativity”, said Telekom Srbija General Manager Branko
Radujko.
For all additional information please send an e-mail to kristina@senergy.rs or contact Kristina
Nikolić on following mobile phone: 063 849 66 07.
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